
SassyGram Creations      Available Birth Stat Designs 

    

#1 Airplane #2 Elephant Girl #3 Baseball Monkey #4 Bear on a cloud 

   
 

#5 Cactus #6 Cars on Road #7 Construction #8 Driving Dino 

 

 
 

 
#9 A & B- Dino #9 A Dino Girl #10 Giraffe #11 Birdhouse 

 

 
 

 

#12 Dream Catcher #13A Llama Girl #13 B Llama Boy #14 Seahorses 



SassyGram Creations      Available Birth Stat Designs 

 

   

#15 Scoreboard #16 Lion #17 Mermaid $18 Shark 

    

#19A Boy Sloth #19 B Boy Sloth #20 Sailboat #21 Tractor 

  
 

 

#22 Flowers #23 Crown #24 Doll #25 Train 

    
#26 A Girl Deer #26B Boy Deer #27A Girl Elephants #27B Boy Elephants 



SassyGram Creations      Available Birth Stat Designs 

   

 

#28 Unicorn #29 Rainbow #30 Deer #31 Elephant 

 
   

#32 Hot Air Balloon #33 Moon #34 Princess #35 Roses 

    

    

All designs and fonts are purchased from JuJu Designs. 

There are many designs that can be used for a boy or a girl by changing the thread colors.  We can design your Baby Stat 

Design in any colors you like. We can also do American (pounds, inches etc) or Euro (grams, kilos, etc) 

Note: #30-35 some have the colors on the side (2 pictures). The finished product will look like the ones with fonts. These 

are shown in 2 colors, but we can add more if you like. 

 

1. I have a nice selection of fonts, but I may not have every single one used in each of the designs above. I suggest 

using a font that is the same or close to the font shown in the sample, but it is your choice.  I will make a sample 

on the computer and once it has been approved, there will be no changes. 

2. I will be happy to add more information to your design in addition to what is programed into the designs above. 

It could be a saying or something special as a remembrance. The added information will be added at the bottom 

of the design. 

3. Always Double check spelling and information! 

4. After approval has been made on the design, it must be paid in advance before work begins. 

5. Allow 2-4 weeks to receive your order. 

Any questions should be emailed to sassygramcreations@gmail.com or leave a message at 512-556-5579. 

Thank you, 

Sandie 
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